
CLAIM: 133 | f(n) for all n, if f(n) = 11n+1+122n-1

BOOK METHOD

"FORWARDS" METHOD

Step 2: Prove true for k+1 if true for n=k

To prove: 133 | 11k+2+122k+1

True for n=k ⇒ 133 | 11k+1+122k-1

⇒ 133 | 11k+2+11×122k-1

(because if 133 | any number, then also 133 | any
other number × that first number: I choose 11× in
order to get 11k+2)

⇒ 133 | 11k+2+11×122k-1+133×122k-1

(because if 133 | any number, then also 133 | that
first number + anything that 133 divides into: I
choose +133×122k-1 in order to get 122×122k-1)

⇒ 133 | 11k+2+144×122k-1

⇒ 133 | 11k+2+122×122k-1

⇒ 133 | 11k+2+122k+1   ◽

Step 1 + Step 2 ⇒ true for all n by
induction

"BACKWARDS" METHOD

Step 2: Prove true for k+1 if true for n=k

To prove: 133 | 11k+2+122k+1

11k+2+122k+1 = 11×11k+1+144×122k-1

(breaking it down like this because we want to get
back from 11k+2+122k+1, which we don't know about,
to 11k+1+122k-1, which we do know about, or at least
we're assuming something about for the sake of
argument)
 

= 11×(11k+1+122k-1)+133×122k-1

and 133 | 133×122k-1

so if 133 | (11k+1+122k-1) then also
133 | 11k+2+122k+1   ◽
(You have to write words something like this if you use the "backwards" method)

Step 1 + Step 2 ⇒ true for all n by induction.

–-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Step 2 is 12 lines by the book method, six lines by the "backwards" method, and six lines 
also (but including some words) by the "forwards" method. If  you use the book method, the
bit where you work out f(k+1)-f(k) is a complete waste of time and effort. You can find that 
f(k+1)=11f(k)+133×122k-1 just as easily as you can find f(k+1)-f(k)= 10f(k)+133×122k-1, so 
you're not helped at all by working out f(k+1)-f(k).

It may be better with dozy markers to write "Step 1 + Step 2 ⇒ true for all n by induction" 
at the end rather than just "Therefore true for all by induction".


